Sequence similarities between the RP4 Tra2 and the Ti VirB region strongly support the conjugation model for T-DNA transfer.
Transfer genes of the IncP plasmid RP4 are grouped in two separate regions, designated Tra1 and Tra2. Tra2 gene products are proposed to be mainly responsible for the formation of mating pairs in conjugating cells. To provide information relevant to understanding the function of Tra2 gene products, the nucleotide sequence of the entire RP4 Tra2 region is presented here. Twelve open reading frames were identified in the Tra2 core region, being essential for intraspecific Escherichia coli matings. Predicted sizes of 11 of the 12 Tra2 polypeptides could be verified by expression in E. coli. Based on hydropathy plot analysis, most of the Tra2 open reading frames encode proteins that may interact with membranes. Interestingly, six of the predicted Tra2 gene products exhibited significant sequence similarities to gene products encoded by the VirB operon of the Agrobacterium Ti plasmid. VirB proteins are thought to function in the formation of a transmembrane structure that mediates the passage of T-DNA molecules from bacteria into plant cells. Because of this analogy and the hydropathy of Tra2 gene products, we assume that the DNA transfer machineries acting in bacterial conjugation and T-DNA transfer are structurally and functionally similar. Therefore, the data presented here, support the hypothesis that Ti vir and IncP tra genes evolved from a common ancestor. This suggestion is favored by previous findings of sequence similarities between the IncP and Ti DNA transfer system.